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This article mainly concentrates on Przeworski's political transition theory. In the 
third wave of the democratization of the 1970s, many authoritarian countries have 
introduced democracy into their political system to get rid of the authority of 
institutions. The essence of the political transition is democratization. This wave of 
democratization has not only changed the political outlook of every state, but also 
inspired a new research boom of the Political science. Przeworski's political transition 
theory was generated in this background. Przeworski effectively analyzed the premise 
and influencing factors of political transition and sustainable democracy. And 
Przeworski has given a unique demonstration of the relationship between democratic 
transition and economic development, which was highly speculative and attracted our 
attention. 
Przeworski employed unique theoretical perspectives and research methods to 
get the conclusion of the inherent relationship between economic development and 
democratic transition. He maintained that economic growth could explain the 
continuance of democracy, but it didn't necessarily lead to the generation of 
democracy. This view surpassed the idea of Lipset,who believed the correlation 
between democracy and economic development was positive. Przeworski's theory 
was forward, which effectively interpreted the relation of democracy and economic 
development and greatly expanded the theoretical vision of political transformation. 
The research on Przeworski's democratization and sustainable democracy theory 
is less, and the research results is less. In order to describe Przeworski's political 
transformation theory comprehensively and accurately, this thesis will attempt to 
analyze the Przeworski's political transition theory by reading Przeworski's works  
and relevant information. This thesis mainly refers to background of Przeworski's 
political transition theory , the main content of democratic transition and the 















the thesis will make a brief comment on Przeworski's political transition theory and to 
explore its value and contribution. 
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